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Steaming from an interest in applying techniques of system analysis to educational problems, System Development Corporation sought and obtained support from The Educational Media Branch of the United States Office of Education for a plan for seeking "New Solutions to Implementing Instructional Media through Analysis and Simulation of School Organization" (Egbert, 1963).

The first phase of the activities covered by the Educational Media Branch grant involves description and analysis of the operation of five high schools. Because of its radical departure from the traditional and its extensive use of new media, the Continuous Progress School was selected as one of the schools to be studied.

This is the first of a series of reports on the system analysis of the Continuous Progress Plan High School.

A fully implemented Continuous Progress Plan High School does not exist but is in the process of being developed. In 1959, Dr. Edwin Read, Director of the Brigham Young University Laboratory School, developed the plan and introduced it into selected parts of the laboratory high school and elementary school curriculum. Since its initial inception, the plan has been further developed and tried out at the junior high school level of the laboratory school.

In addition, other educators in the United States have studied the plan and are trying to implement it in their school districts.

The study reported here closely examines the plan for the high school as it exists at the Brigham Young University Laboratory School and uses the data for system analysis and simulation to construct an explicit descriptive model of a future Continuous Progress High School.

The basic content of this report came primarily from interviews with Dr. Edwin Read and members of his staff at the Brigham Young University Laboratory School. Following these interviews, flow diagrams were developed and checked with the respective staff members.
Most of the conceptual content of the flow diagrams originated with staff members of the Brigham Young University Laboratory School. However, diagrams dealing with details of such future functions as preregistration, testing, and test interpretation include design recommendations from the system analysis for the fully implemented system.

ABSTRACT

This is the first of a series of reports on a system analysis of the Continuous Progress High School. In this initial document, after presenting a brief background, the following topics are discussed and illustrated by flow charts: An overview of the Continuous Progress School; generalized picture of student movement through the school; preregistration and registration procedures; coursework in language arts and speech; and special academic functions of testing, scoring and interpretation.
In 1959, Dr. Edwin Read, Director of the Brigham Young University Laboratory School and Dr. Anshel D. Woodruff, Dean of the College of Education, began the gradual introduction of a program which they called a Continuous Progress Plan, designed to permit children to progress through a school curriculum at rates and in directions more nearly commensurate with their individual abilities and interests than do traditional programs. The Continuous Progress Plan deals primarily with such instructional problems as curriculum planning and materials development. The plan makes extensive use of small-group instruction to clarify new concepts and learning materials, both traditional and new, including programmed materials which permit each student to progress at his own rate. Students do their individual studying in carrels where they will probably spend at least 50 percent of their time (Read and Crnkovic, 1963).

In April 1962, a working arrangement was effected between Bassett School District, in eastern Los Angeles County, and Brigham Young University for planning and establishing a new high school based on the Continuous Progress Plan. When it begins operation in 1964, the Continuous Progress Plan will be used in Bassett High School in only a few curricular areas; however, as soon as materials and other factors permit, the Plan will be incorporated in the entire school.

Organization of the Report

This report is the first of a series dealing with the Continuous Progress School and includes the following sections:

Overview of the Continuous Progress School

Generalized picture of student progress through the Continuous Progress School

Activities prior to student registration

The registration process

Progress through a generalized continuous progress course

A typical language arts course

A typical speech course

Some general academic functions of the school
Symbolic Designations in the Flow Diagrams

To ensure systematic use of symbolic designations in the flow diagrams of the documents in the series, a four-position designation was developed. The first position is used to differentiate students physically present from those school operations for which the student need not be present; it may be omitted if the student does not physically participate in the activities represented by the flow diagram. The second position distinguishes among queues, activity blocks, splits, and merges. The third and fourth positions indicate the order of actions. Table 1 shows the designations used. The first column lists the position of the symbols, the second column indicates the possible symbols, and the third column shows what each symbol means.

Table 1
Activity Designations Used in the Flow Diagrams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Symbol Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Activity Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Split</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Merge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Digits: 0 to 99 Order of activities

OVERVIEW OF THE CONTINUOUS PROGRESS SCHOOL

To give a general impression of the similarities and differences between the Continuous Progress School and a traditional school, a suggested organizational structure of the Continuous Progress School is depicted graphically in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 is a typical organization chart showing the relationship between the school administration and the various departments. Figure 2 summarizes the information flow within the school, emphasizing the central role of the Information Processing Center.
Organization of the Continuous Progress School

At the far left of Figure 1 are the academic departments, each with a department head responsible for instruction, course testing, and the secretarial support for the department.

Next to the academic departments is the Materials Center, a very important part of the Continuous Progress School. Here are housed the bookstore; such equipment as movie projectors and tape recorders, and the related films and tapes; the library; and a construction area where students, faculty, and staff can build and have built various devices and materials needed for effective course work.

The third functional unit in Figure 1 is the Information Processing Center. As is true with the Materials Center, the Information Processing Center is a much more significant part of the Continuous Progress School than of a traditional school. In the Continuous Progress School, the Information Processing Center must mediate the day-by-day scheduling of students, faculty, staff, space, and equipment in addition to the traditional functions of attendance, grades, and general pupil records. This requires the acceptance, processing and reporting of a great quantity and variety of information—information provided by the school administration, the academic departments, the Materials Center, the Counseling Service, and by the students themselves. To handle these data, modern methods and equipment will be required: in a fully implemented, effectively functioning Continuous Progress School, a stored-program computer will probably be essential.

Next to the Information Processing Center is the Counseling Service, which also plays a more important role in a Continuous Progress School than it does in a traditional school. The increased role of the Counseling Service results primarily from the flexibility of the program. Student progress is largely self-determined. This will result in varying degrees of progress among students and more frequent consideration and re-evaluation of student programs; hence, a greater degree of individual guidance will be required with a greater demand on the Counseling Service.

Several other essential supporting functions are illustrated in Figure 1: food service, transportation, buildings and grounds, and business administration. (Responsibility for these functions may be at the district rather than at the school level.)

Major Aspects of Information Flow

Since Figure 2 illustrates some of the major aspects of information flow in the Continuous Progress School, the Information Processing Center occupies the central position. Information flow is shown as moving toward or away from this Center.
Figure 1. Organization Chart for Continuous Progress School
Figure 2. Information Flow in a Continuous Progress School
In addition to the Information Processing Center, this report also emphasizes the roles of administration, the academic departments, the Counseling Service, and the Materials Center. Heavy directional lines, labeled "policy" are shown as moving from each of these to the Information Processing Center to show that the policies of its users determine much of the nature of the programming and other activities of the Center.

The heavy directional lines moving away from the Center indicate periodic reports which summarize information over time, show the general status of the school, and permit study of trends.

The flow of detailed information and of specific requests and responses is shown by the narrow directional lines which represent most of the day-by-day flow of information to and from the Center.

In the lower right-hand corner are the supporting functions of the business office, food service, buildings and grounds, and transportation.

**GENERALIZED PICTURE OF STUDENT PROGRESS THROUGH**

**THE CONTINUOUS PROGRESS SCHOOL**

**General Student Movement**

In the flow diagram in Figure 3 the student is depicted as entering the school (IA9), registering (IA92), and working on his courses (IA93). At split IX9, those students who need help (Branch A, IX95) receive it (IA95) and those who are ready for the final examination (Branch B, IX98) take it (IA98). Following receipt of help (IX96) defined generically to include help from an aide, a teacher, a counselor or an administrator--a student is ready either to return to his studies, A, or to leave school, B to IX97 and IA97.

At the split following the final examination (IX99) there are four alternatives: C if the student needs help, A if he needs to do more work on this course, B if he is ready to register for another course, and D if he is ready for graduation.

Despite the general nature of Figure 3, it does illustrate one very important difference between the Continuous Progress School and a traditional school which is apparent with the variety of choices available at IX99. Here the student--on an individual basis, not just as one of a large group--has four different alternatives available to him. The "correct" alternative is dependent on his own performance and his place in the program.
Interrelationships of Student Progress, School Information Processing Center, and Other School Agencies

Figure 4 shows the interrelationship between the student, the Information Processing Center (IPC) and other school agencies. The left hand column closely parallels Figure 3; the middle column shows activities of the IPC; and the right hand column shows how other school agencies fit into the picture.

When a student applies to the Continuous Progress School (1A91), his application goes (1) to the IPC. If the student needs further tests, A, he is tested (1A93) by a psychometrician and the results are fed (2) into the IPC where derived scores are obtained and tentative expectancy levels are developed and sent (3) to the counselor.

When his test results are available to the counselor, the student is summoned so that they may be interpreted for him (1A94). The counselor then assists the student to register (1A95), and the registration information is forwarded to the IPC (4). In the meantime, the IPC has received information on space available from the building manager (5), on personnel from the academic department heads (6), and on equipment and materials from the Materials Center (7).

The IPC combines this information with the daily requests from students (8) and staff into a schedule. The schedule has certain stability but does change from day to day to accommodate the changing educational requirements of students. This schedule, including specific, daily assignments, is then sent back to the building manager (9), the academic department heads (10), the Materials Center (11), and the individual students (12).

Based on available information, the IPC also constructs and reports summaries of student data (13); develops over-all, short- and long-range staff, space, supply, and equipment needs (14); and makes and reports such periodic summaries as "number of students registering for Algebra II in a given week" (15).

Following registration (1A95), the student works on courses and pursues other activities (1A96). During the time that he is working on courses, his (16) progress is checked to determine whether it is what might reasonably be expected from him. If the IPC Surveillance and Detection System (S&DS)\(^1\) determines that the student needs help, he (16) and the counselor (17) are told.

\(^1\)The Surveillance and Detection System is a subsystem of the IPC which conducts periodic reviews of student performance, compares actual performance with that expected, and alerts responsible officials to any major discrepancies. It also conducts checks to make sure that students actually carry through such assignments as picking up supplies from the Materials Center. This subsystem will be discussed in detail in a future report.
Figure 4. Generalised Description, via Modified Flow Diagram, of Relationship between Student, Information Processing Center, and Other School Agencies
Students who need major help (A-10) go to their counselor (1A03). If the student and counselor can solve the problem, the student returns to his normal activities, A. If the problem is not solved, B, administrative action is taken (1A12) which may result in the student returning to the system, A to M-3, or exiting from the system (1A12).

When a student completes a given course (1A13), the IFC Surveillance and Detection System determines whether he is ready for graduation. If the student has completed requirements for graduation, both he and the appropriate school officials are so informed (18, 19). If, at the end of a course, the student has completed all requirements for graduation (A to 1A15), he is graduated (1A15). If he still has courses to finish but does not need to register for additional courses, he returns to work on the uncompleted courses (B to M-3 to 10A05). If he should still register for additional courses, he returns to his counselor, C, and re-registers (1A05).

**PREREGISTRATION**

When a student applies to any school, certain activities are necessary to prepare for his enrollment and participation in the school program. In the Continuous Progress School both the extent and significance of these preregistration activities are greatly magnified and, for this reason, they receive special attention in this report. These preregistration activities are illustrated in Figures 5-7, which present a general description, development of derived scores and setting of student expectancies.

**Special Conventions Observed**

Any system can be viewed from several different frames of reference. For example, a factory can be studied from the standpoint of the manager, the employee, the person who provides raw materials or purchases finished products, or even from the standpoint of the plant, the equipment or the material as it moves through the plant and becomes a finished product. Obviously, different purposes are served when the system is viewed from one frame of reference rather than another. Because of the objectives sought and the problems involved, we have chosen to view this system from the standpoints both of the deciding and acting school personnel or equipment, and of the student. Thus in Figure 5 a flow diagram of the process of a student's preregistration, two strands are shown—one for the school and one for the student. In the student strand, rectangular queue and activity boxes are used. In the school strand, the boxes have rounded corners. These different shaped boxes help in keeping the student and school activities separate to permit closer examination of each. In various places the two strands parallel, feed, and control each other. For example, 1A01, representing the student applying for admission to school, feeds 2A02 in the school strand. This feeding process is indicated by a directional, dash-dot line. Somewhat farther along, activity block 2A03,
in which the school requests supplemental information, is connected by a directional, solid line to 1A03. This line is intended to imply school-to-student information or control. Some other figures in this report contain arrowless, dashed lines which connect activity blocks from the two strands and indicate parallel activities.

Overview of Preregistration

Figure 5 gives an overview of preregistration activities. The student is shown first as applying for admission (1A01). The school then receives and evaluates the application (2A01). If adequate information is not available (A to 2A03), supplemental data are requested (2A03). Students for whom more information is required (1A03) receive requests for such information (1A03) and report for testing (1A05) and/or they and/or their parents report for an interview at the Counseling Service (1A06). Supplemental information is provided via testing and/or counseling (2A04).

When sufficient information is available, the IPC derives scores on the student (2A05), sets tentative expectancy levels (2A06), and forwards this information to the counselor (2A07).

In the meantime, the IPC has received staff information from the academic department heads and space information from the building manager (2A08) and (2A09). It has evaluated and integrated this information (2A19) and now reports available staff and space to the counselor (2A11).

When the counselor has available to him student, staff, and space information (2A12), he asks the student to report for registration (2A13). When the student receives this request (1A07), both student and school are ready to register (1A08) and (2A14).

Development of Derived Scores

In order for the test scores to be reviewed intelligibly by either the IPC or the counselor, they should first be transformed into scores having a common base. We have elected to convert raw scores to T-scores, the distribution of which has a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. Figure 6 illustrates a routine for constructing a table of T-scores.

In transforming raw scores to T-scores, the first step is to divide 10 by the publisher's reported standard deviation (2A01); then beginning with the lowest possible raw score (2A02), the publisher's reported mean should be subtracted (2A03) to obtain a deviation from the mean. This obtained deviation is multiplied by the ratio (2A04) obtained in 2A01, and 50 is added to the product (2A05). The value obtained in 2A05 is then recorded (2A06), and a test is made to determine whether the raw score utilized last was the highest possible raw score (2A07). If it was not (2A08), 1 is added to the raw score counter.
Figure 5: Pre-Registration
Figure 5. Pre-Registration
Figure 6. Development of Derived Scores
(2A§8) and the routine returns to 2A§3. If the latest raw score used was, indeed, the highest possible score (2A§9), the routine is complete and the school returns to preregistration (2A§9).

General Procedures for Setting Student Expectancies

The unique feature of the Continuous Progress School is that students progress through the curriculum at their own rates. However, to be able to interpret and evaluate the progress of an individual student, guidelines are necessary which indicate both to the school and the student the progress he should be making and his actual position in relation to this expected progress. For this reason, "expectancies" for each student are established based on the student's own past performance, his abilities and his own desires. The tentative establishment of expectancies can be accomplished by the IPC. Final agreement on expectancy level is made in a student-counselor interview.

The establishing of expectancy levels for students allows the setting of both quality and quantity goals. The quality goal is the minimum percentage score that the student must obtain on each test. The quantity goal is the rate of the student's progress through the assigned material. Figure 7 shows the steps which must be followed in setting tentative expectancies by the IPC.

After a student's scores have been obtained (2A§1), the verbal scores are examined (2A§3) if an expectancy level is being established in a verbal area (2A§3), and the quantitative scores are examined (2A§4) if an expectancy level is being set for a quantitative course (2A§4).

If the scores are skewed badly toward the positive end of the distribution (2A§6), a score half-way between the mean and the lowest score is recorded (2A§8). If the scores are distributed approximately normally (2A§7), the mean score is recorded (2A§7). If the scores are skewed badly toward the negative end of the distribution (2A§6), a score half-way between the mean and the highest score is recorded (2A§8).

The next step is to assign students to groups. This assignment, which takes place via 2A§9, has both quality and quantity implications which become apparent in Figure 8.

If the recorded score is 36.2 or below (2A§6), the student is assigned to II group (2A§6). If the recorded score is from 36.3 to 44.7 inclusive (2A§11), the student is assigned to K group (2A§11). If the recorded score is from 44.8 to 55.2 inclusive (2A§12), the student is assigned to Σ group (2A§12). If the score is from 55.3 to 64.7 inclusive (2A§13), the student is assigned to T group (2A§13). If the score is higher than 64.8 (2A§14), the student is assigned to 0 group (2A§14).
Figure 7: General Procedures for Setting Student Expectancies
Following the assignment to a group a further refinement is added by use of a delta. While the deltas are not used in setting performance goals, they are of value to the counselors in interviews with the students, for during these interviews the expectancy level may be changed because of the student's desires. The deltas are prefixed, suffixed, or left off according to the schedule shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Scores Required for Use of Delta as Prefix or Suffix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Category</th>
<th>Delta Prefixed</th>
<th>No Delta</th>
<th>Delta Suffixed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pi (Π)</td>
<td>0 - 30.5</td>
<td>30.6 - 33.5</td>
<td>33.6 - 36.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa (Κ)</td>
<td>36.3 - 39.6</td>
<td>39.7 - 42.6</td>
<td>42.7 - 44.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma (Σ)</td>
<td>44.8 - 48.4</td>
<td>48.5 - 51.7</td>
<td>51.8 - 55.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tau (Τ)</td>
<td>55.3 - 57.3</td>
<td>57.4 - 61.3</td>
<td>61.4 - 64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omicron (Ο)</td>
<td>64.8 - 66.4</td>
<td>66.5 - 68.8</td>
<td>68.9 -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The examination and decision on use of deltas takes place at 2X15 in Figure 7; the actual assignment occurs at 2A16 and 2A17.

At the conclusion of this routine, the school returns to 24074-Figure 5. (2A18).

Overview of Registration

With the completion of the preregistration process, the student is ready to register and begin his classes. An overview of registration is given in Figure 8. The student is shown as reporting to his counselor (1A91) with an interactive process resulting. This interactive process begins when the counselor interprets the student's tests to him (2A91); the student then accepts the interpretation (1A92); together, the student and counselor choose the student's major subject (1A93 and 2A92); and select the student's classes (1A94 and 2A93). The counselor then reports to the student the course
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Figure 8. Registration
expectancies developed in the IPC (2A04). These expectancies are discussed and either the student accepts the proffered expectancies or new ones are worked out in consultation with the counselor (1A05).

Following acceptance of the expectancies, the student is given forms for admission to class and for obtaining course supplies (1A06 and 2A05). Registration information is then forwarded to the IPC (2A06) and the student reports to the Materials Center for his course supplies (1A06 and 2A07). The student is now ready to proceed to his studies (1A08) and the school returns to normal operations (2A08).

**Assignment to Classes**

An integral part of the registration procedure is the selection of classes. This is shown in Figure 9 where the counselor first assigns the student a required course (2A01) which the student accepts (1A01). Since registration or reregistration can occur at any time in the Continuous Progress School, this one course may fill the student's schedule. In this event, he proceeds immediately to 1Q05, and the school goes to 2Q05. In the event that the student's schedule is not full and he should have another required course, he moves back to 1Q01 (2Q01).

When a student has been assigned a required course, a third alternative is open to him: his schedule is not full so he should choose an elective course. This procedure is shown as 1A03 (2A03). After the selection of one elective course, the student's schedule may be full (1Q05 and 2Q05) or he may select another elective course (1Q03 and 2Q03).

When the student's schedule is full (1Q05 and 2Q05) the procedure returns to Registration, Figure 8 (1A05 and 2A05).

**Student Acceptance of Expectancies**

Although the IPC can compute expectancies that are reasonable in terms of the student's measured abilities and past performance, these computed expectancies do not always conform to his current expectations. For this reason, each time the student registers for a new class his expectancies, both quality and quantity, are reviewed with him. This review is illustrated graphically in Figure 10.

Here, the counselor begins by showing and explaining the computed expectancies to the student (2A01) who examines the expectancies and reacts to them (1A01). In some instances the student will feel modifications are appropriate (1Q03). If he suggests modifications (1A03), the counselor will judge them (2X02) and agree with them or with some compromise (2Q03), in which event he will record the modifications agreed upon (2A03) or he will reject the modifications, leaving the expectancies as they were computed (2A04).

In most instances the student's expectations coincide with the computed expectancies (1Q04). In this event, the counselor gives the student an expectancy progress chart, informing him that this can be modified (2A04). The student accepts this chart (1A04), and the system is ready to return to the registration process (1A05 and 2A05).
Figure 9. Assignment to Courses and Teachers
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Setting Expected Unit and Course Completion Dates

When the student has been assigned to an expectancy level group for a given course, specific assignments and goals can be established. For any given course three aspects of assignments and goals may be present. Placement of students in these three aspects is shown in Figure 11.

The first implication of assignment to a group, types of materials used within a course, is present in only a limited number of courses such as literature. Thus at 2X%1, a given course may proceed directly to M-1, bypassing assignment to course level. Activity blocks 2A%2 through 2A%6 represent the actual assignment of students to levels within a course.

Following assignment to course level, the students merge to form 2A07. At that point the number of days for each unit in a regular course is recorded.

The second and third aspects of assignments, quality and quantity expectancies, become realities in the activity blocks following split 2X%6. Here again, any given course may bypass the setting of quality and quantity expectations, with the routine for that course proceeding directly to M-2. In most academic courses, however, students will be assigned to quality and quantity expectancy levels in activity blocks 2A%9 to 2A18. Table 3 shows the actual breakdown of assignments.

The queues formed from 2X%8--2R%9, 2Q11, 2Q13, 2Q15, and 2Q17--contain information on students assigned to the respective levels--pi, kappa, sigma, tau, andomicron. From these queues, the IPC proceeds to set quality and quantity expectancies.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Activity Block</th>
<th>Quantity Level</th>
<th>Activity Block of Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>2AP39</td>
<td>Twice as long as normal</td>
<td>2AP30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>2AP3A</td>
<td>One and one third as long as normal</td>
<td>2AP3B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>2AP3C</td>
<td>Normal time</td>
<td>2AP3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tau</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>2AP3E</td>
<td>80 of normal time</td>
<td>2AP3F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omicron</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>2AP3G</td>
<td>67 of normal time</td>
<td>2AP3H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 11. Setting Expected Unit and Course Completion Dates
After expectancies have been set, the operations merge to form 2A19; expected completion dates are set for units and course (2A19); and then the school returns to 2A6-Figure 8 (2A8). Distribution of Registration Information

When the student has completed his registration including acceptance of his expectancies, appropriate information concerning this registration must be forwarded via the IPC to the respective academic departments and to the materials center. This distribution of information is depicted in Figure 12.

Once the registration is complete, the counselor reports the courses selected and the expectancies agreed on to the IPC (2A1). Here the information is recorded in the student's file and the academic department files, and notation is made in the Materials Center files that purchases and/or withdrawals probably will be made for the courses for which the student is newly registered (2A2). Information is then forwarded by the IPC to the academic departments (2A4) and, via the academic departments, to the teachers (2A5) and the Materials Center (2A6). Action then returns to Registration (2A7).

Issuing of Course Materials

Between the completion of registration and the beginning of course work, the student must obtain the books and supplies required for use in the course. This activity is described graphically in Figure 13. Here the student is shown as presenting his materials form at the Materials Center (1A1). Having already received notification of the student's registration (2A1), the Materials Center accepts the withdrawal form (2A2) and, if all the supplies are available (1A8 and 2A6), issues them (1A6 and 2A6). If some of the supplies are unavailable (1A3 and 2A4), those available are issued (1A3 and 2A4) and the student is told a time when he may return to receive the remainder of his materials (1A5 and 2A5).

When the student has received his supplies, he is ready to proceed (1A7), but the Materials Center must report supplies issued to the IPC (2A7) where appropriate notations are made (2A9) and pertinent information is forwarded to departments (2A1). The school now also is ready to proceed (2A11).

Discussion

The figures presented in this section, outlining the registration process in the Continuous Progress School, point out three major ways in which this process differs from registration in a traditional school: (a) registration for a given student can occur at any time during the year; (b) in a given registration, a student may register for one or many courses; and (c) students are given expectancy charts which indicate the dates by which they should complete particular units of work.
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Organization of the instructional process differs greatly in the Continuous Progress School from such organization in a traditional school. This difference in organization of instruction is illustrated in Figure 14, a flow chart describing a student's progress through a typical academic course such as history or English (though there are many differences even between courses which seem as similar as these). The precise details of progress through specific courses is shown later in this report.

Each new course in the Continuous Progress School is introduced to the students by the teacher in a fairly formal session (1A91). An overview of the course with its purposes and an outline for achieving these purposes is presented. The formal presentation is followed by a less formal discussion period in which students may ask and discuss questions that arise.

The content of each course is broken down into a series of concepts. After the introductory sessions, and later on as each concept is mastered and the student becomes ready to begin work on a new concept, he arranges for a tape or film presentation (1A92) of the concept. Following this presentation the student returns to his carrel to work on the materials provided for that concept (1A93). He also uses the facilities of the library, Materials Center, and the various laboratories.

During the period of individual work on a concept or unit, many students either request help or indicate by their performance that they need help (1A95). (A student may enter 1A95 (a) by requesting help, (b) if a teacher or an aide perceives that help is required, or (c) if the Surveillance and Detection System of the IPC recognizes that the student is not performing satisfactorily.)

When the student completes a concept or unit (1A96), he is evaluated on his performance (1A96). If the student's work is judged unsatisfactory (1A98), supplementary materials are issued (1A98) and the student returns to study in his carrel (1A93). When the student's work on a concept or unit has been judged satisfactory (1A99), consideration is given to his next activity (1A99).

While most learning is individual in nature, there is also a great deal that can be learned only in a group, e.g., group interaction techniques, choral activity and certain speech and drama skills. Furthermore, much of the social development that takes place during the secondary school years is probably fostered and facilitated by the kinds of group experiences employed by schools. For such reasons as these, provision is made in the Continuous Progress School for various types of group activity; however, before being assigned to a group, a student must have met the prerequisites for the activity of that group. In addition, he is checked on such characteristics as interests, intelligence quotient, and past achievement before a decision is made on the particular
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Figure 14. Progress Through a Typical Continuous Progress School Course
group most appropriate for him. If group work is inappropriate or if for any reason group work is inappropriate at the time, the student is assigned to the next concept (IQ\$2). If group work is appropriate, the student may be assigned a group (IQ\$1), he may be assigned both group and individual work, or he may have completed the course (M\$6).

After a student has become a member of a group (IQ\$1), he meets with them and with the teacher who introduces the project (1A\$1). The group then works on the project until they request help; until the decision is made that help is needed (IQ\$1), in which event it is given (1A\$4); or until the project is completed (IQ\$5). On completion of the project (IQ\$5) the work of each individual is evaluated (1A\$5). Based on this evaluation, the student may be (a) assigned supplementary materials to study on his own (Branch B to 1A\$8), (b) assigned to another group to work on another project (Branch A to 1A\$7) because of his failure on this project, or (c) judged to have completed the project satisfactorily (IQ\$9) in which event he goes to IQ\$9 for reassignment. There the student may be assigned another group project (Branch A to IQ\$1) and/or another concept (Branch B to IQ\$2), or he may have completed the course (IQ\$2).

Although the material presented in Figure 14 is general and does not permit detailed analysis of any single course, it does show the complexity of the Continuous Progress School and the differences between this and a traditional school. Detailed analyses of progress through courses are shown later as in the next two sections of this report which deal with a language arts course and a speech course. Other courses will be analyzed in future reports.

**LANGUAGE ARTS COURSE WORK**

Most of the work in the development of specific course work for the Continuous Progress School has been completed on mathematics and the basic grammer-literature sequence of the language arts courses. For our purposes, we have chosen to begin course presentation with a language arts course.

Each of the fundamental language art courses has three sections: on grammar, on literature, and on reading and work-study skills for those students who need remedial work of this nature. Unless a student particularly needs remedial work, he may begin a course with the first unit in any one of the sections. He may work on the sections concurrently or individually, but he must make equivalent progress in each.

**Introduction to Language Arts Course**

Figure 15 shows the student as he is introduced to a language arts course. In his carrel the student reads the instructions for the course (1A\$1), evaluates his understanding of the instructions (1A\$2), and then submits a
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a "Ready to Begin" form (1A65). This form may simply indicate that the student is ready for the course introduction or it may contain questions about the course introduction which the student decides (1A62) that he needs to have answered.

Each day the requests which come to the department (2A1) are sorted, groups are formed (2A62), and students are notified that they should report to a teaching studio for the course introduction (2A53). In response to the notification (1A64), the students report and receive an introductory lecture to the course (1A65 and 2A64). (Ideally, highly repetitive lectures of this nature will be taped or filmed so that the teacher's time will be saved for far more specific work with students.)

The split shown next (2A65 and 2A66) permits those students who don't need help (1A66 and 2A66) to proceed and those who do need help (1A67 and 2A67) to receive it from the teacher (1A67 and 1A68). Some of these students may need counseling (1A68 and 2A68), so they are referred to a counselor (1A69 and 2A69). All other students are ready to begin instruction (2A69). The possibility of working on the different sections of the course individually or concurrently is illustrated by split 1A69 and the ensuing queues and activities (1A11, 1A12, and 1A13).

Formation of groups. One of the most difficult and perplexing problems in the Continuous Progress School is the relationship between the individual and the group. On one hand, students are urged to progress at speeds and in directions commensurate with their own abilities, interests, and desires. On the other hand, students need group experiences and many types of activities can be performed more efficiently for the individual and the school if they are accomplished in groups. Thus, if several students are ready to begin a new course at the same time, the course can be introduced to them and their questions can be answered in a group. However, as students differ in their rate and degree of progress, natural groups may be extremely small. For this reason, artificial methods may be needed to help in the formation of efficient-sized groups. For example, if a weekly review of student progress shows that twelve students are likely to complete a given course during the ensuing week, they might all be encouraged to be prepared for an introduction to the next course or unit. This procedure is not likely to be inconvenient to the students and could permit great savings in school time; however, such a procedure will require fairly sophisticated information-processing equipment in the CPO.

Work-Study Skills

Figure 16 describes the work-study skills section of the language arts courses. From the first queue (1A61) the student goes to an end/or split which permits him to work on study skills (1A62), spelling (2A66), and/or reading (1A1) according to his needs and desires. When the student elects study skills
(IQ§2) or spelling (IQ§8), he may do so at his convenience; however, reading instruction requires special equipment such as a tachistoscope or a pacer. When a student wants to study reading, he must, therefore, schedule appropriate equipment and space (1A§4, 2A§1, 1A§5, and 2A§2).

As the student progresses in the work-study skills area, he sometimes has difficulty with the assigned materials. This may be recognized by the student himself (IQ§6, IQ§12, IQ§28), in which event he requests help (1A§6, 1A§1, 1A§3); or by the school (IQ§9, IQ§10, IQ§12 and IQ§14) by an aide, a teacher, or the SES—from which notices are sent to the teacher (2A§5) and to the student (1A§4, 1A§5, 1A§6). The student and the school then move into a help routine (1A§5, 1A§1, 1A§3 and 2A§2).

At the completion of a unit in any one of the areas in work-study skills (IQ§7, IQ§13, IQ§21), the student requests a test (1A§7, 1A§3, or 1A§9). When this request is received (2A§5), appropriate arrangements are made for the student to be tested (1A§2 and 2A§7).

The test indicated is a unit test. The testing, test scoring, and test interpretation processes are represented later in the report. Since a student's next action is dependent on the test outcome and since several alternatives are possible, the process of ending a unit is also represented separately.

**Grammar**

Progress through the grammar section of language arts courses is shown in Figure 17. To begin a grammar unit, the student first takes a pretest at his carrel (1A§1) which he then scores and reports (1A§2) to the English Department using a form provided for this purpose. The pretest determines whether the student's knowledge in this area is such that he should not be required to study the materials provided. "Sufficient knowledge" is defined as a score of 95 percent, or higher, on the pretest.

When student pretest scores are received (2A§1), they are sorted, and groups are scheduled as needed (2A§2). The instructions (schedules) which students receive are of three types (1X§4): (a) that he needs training in how to interpret pretest results (Branch A, IQ§5), (b) that he is ready to study the assigned materials (Branch B, IQ§6), or (c) that he is ready to take the "end of unit" test (Branch C, IQ§11). In each instance the student follows through with appropriate action (1A§5, 1A§6 and 1A§11).

In some instances the student has difficulty with the assigned materials. This may be recognized by the student himself (IQ§9), so that he requests help (1A§9) and moves to a help routine (1A§1) or by the school (IQ§8 and 2A§6)—by an aide, a teacher, or the SES—from which notices are sent to the teacher (2A§5) and to the student (1A§4). The student then moves to a help routine (1A§5 and 2A§8).
When the student has successfully mastered the unit content (1A90), he submits a test request (1A11) and is tested (1A12 and 2A98).

Literature

Progress through the literature section of language art courses is shown in Figure 18.

The first step in a literature unit is for the student to read the unit instruction (1A91). Sometimes he may not understand what he is to do (1A93). If this occurs, the student submits a request for procedural help (1A93). These requests are received by the department (2A91) and are sorted and groups are scheduled (2A92). When the student receives his schedule (1A94), he reports and receives appropriate procedural help (1A95 and 2A94).

When the student has read and understands the instructions (1A96), he requests a literature presentation (1A96) which is given via tape or film. When the school receives such requests (2A95), the requests are sorted and groups are scheduled (2A96). The students receive their schedules (1A97) and secure and observe the tape or film individually or in small groups (1A98 and 2A97). (Using tapes or films instead of lectures preserves the teacher's time for more challenging and significant work such as conducting discussions and helping students who are having specific difficulties.)

After observing the taped or filmed presentation, the student studies the assigned materials at his carrel (1A99). In some instances the student needs help with his studies (1Q11, 1Q12 and 2Q9). The determination that the student should receive help may be made either by the student (1A12) or by the school (1Q11), through the SRS, or by an aide or a teacher. In either case he proceeds to a help routine (1A13 and 2A19).

On completion of his individual study of assigned materials the student submits a request for a discussion group (1A14) which is received (2A11) along with those of other students. All of these requests are sorted and groups are scheduled (2A12). The students receive their schedules (1A15) and meet in discussion groups with a teacher (1A16 and 2A13).

At the conclusion of the discussion, the student has a choice of any or all of several lines of action (1X17). He may re-study the literature material (1A18); conduct study in depth on the unit topic through related reading (1A19); have a group discussion with other students (1A22), in which case he must first schedule a room (1A24, 2A18, 2A15 and 1A21); or, he may proceed immediately to studying for and preparing the writing assignment for the unit (1A23).

During preparation of the writing assignment, the student may require help (1R2, 1R3, 2R2). If so, he enters the help routine (1A11 or 1A13 and 2A99).
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When the writing assignment is received (2A19), it is scored and the score forwarded to the IPC (2A23). If the paper is satisfactory (2A22), it is returned to the student (2A22); if not, the student is called in to have the paper reviewed (2A25). If the paper is judged satisfactory and returned to the student (2A22 and 1A27), he may accept it and proceed (1A32), or he may have a question concerning the paper or the scoring (1A29) in which case he requests an interview (1A29) and receives a return call from the teacher (2A25). Regardless of who requests the interview, the teacher and student discuss the paper (1A31 and 2A26) after which the student returns to his carrel and reviews the unit materials (1A32).

On completion of his review (1A33), the student submits a test request (1A33 and 2A27) and is tested (1A34 and 2A28).

COURSE WORK - SPEECH

Although speech courses contain some definitely academic aspects, they also involve development of a skill. This latter goal requires that a speech course be structured somewhat differently from a thoroughly academic course such as language arts. Thus, the content of Figure 19, which illustrates progress through a speech course, is somewhat different from that of Figures 15-18.

As will become apparent from the following discussion, the facilities needed for a Continuous Progress School class in speech are different from those for a traditional class. They consist of a very small theater with a stage and with the theater surrounded by individual practice booths, audible via earphones, and visible to the teacher. With the possible exception of live lectures, or any given day the teacher is in the theater audience with a portion of the group. Part of this theater group is an audience of critics. (Each student serves as an adjudicator, evaluating the work of the performer.) The other part of the theater group turns turns performing. On this same day, some of the remaining portion of the total group are practicing in booths, individually or in small groups. Others are in their carrels or the Instructional Materials Center (IMC)-preparing future presentations. The teacher's attention is directed primarily toward the performing students, but he may also check, using his earphones, the performance of individuals or groups of students in the practice booths.

In successive steps a student (a) has a presentation—by tape, film or live lecture, (b) serves as an adjudicator, (c) works in his carrel or in the IMC-preparing material for an oral presentation, (d) practices in a booth, and (e) performs. As in other courses, the student may require help in developing the desired skill.
To begin his speech course, the student first reads the instructions (1A01), and then submits a "ready to begin" form (1A02). When these forms are received by the school (2A01), they are sorted and groups are scheduled (2A02 and 1A03). Because of the nature of the speech course the groups may be larger and more permanent than those in a language arts course.

As specified by his schedule, the student begins his class work under the direction of a speech teacher. As indicated above, in the Continuous Progress School this work involves five types of activities: (a) attending a tape, film or live presentation, including a model of the performance desired (1A04); (b) being an adjudicator, evaluating others (1A05); (c) preparing materials for oral presentation (1A06); (d) practicing on an individual or group basis (1A11); and (e) performing (1A13).

If the student needs help, either by his own recognition (1Q10) or by the school's determination (1Q08 and 2Q05), he enters a help routine (1A10 or 1A08 and 1A09). In a course such as speech, SADS recognition of a student needing help may be a little different from in a standard academic course. In a standard course in the Continuous Progress School, the student decides when he is ready to take a test; in a course such as speech, completion of a unit is not predicted simply on acquisition of subject matter. For this reason, the instructor may elect to keep a student in a given unit beyond the normal time. Because of this, the SADS should be able to alert the instructor when he is retaining the student sufficiently long to endanger or approach the remainder of the student's program. It should also be able to inform the instructor when the student is spending longer than a reasonable amount of time preparing for a presentation.

As a result of student performance in giving a speech, the instructor may decide that he has completed a unit, from a performance standpoint (1Q16 and 2Q16); that he should prepare and give another speech (Branch A from 1X14 to 1M1, and Branch A from 2X03 to 2M1); or, that he needs help (1Q15 and 2Q09). If he needs to do so, the student cycles once more through preparation and performance, beginning with 1A04 - "Receives instruction and model." If he needs special help, the student is referred to an aide (1A15 and 2A09). If the student has completed the unit, he requests a test (1A16 and 2A10) and is tested (1A17 and 2A11).

Summary and Discussion

In this section of the report we have presented student progress through a course having both academic and skill implications. While many of the problems are similar to those in language arts, some are different. Certainly the role of the teacher is different with the teacher exercising considerable judgment and control over student progress, whereas in a purely academic course student progress depends to a much greater degree on his ability to perform on tests.
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As the role of the teacher is heightened, the role of the SUS is correspondingly decreased. This role is largely reduced to that of reminding the teacher that a student cannot stay indefinitely in a given unit.

In a speech class, the student spends relatively little of his time in his carrel. The normal five periods per week are spent in contact with the teacher. Only study of concepts and research for and preparation of speeches are accomplished apart from the teacher. Much of this work is done in the Materials Center.

The speech course which we have presented might be considered introductory in nature. More advanced courses concentrate to a greater degree either on skills or on concept development. In case this is done, progress through the course could be changed some; however, Figure 19 is considered quite representative for speech courses.

SPECIAL ACADEMIC PROCEDURES

This section describes three special academic procedures: testing, ending a unit, and helping the student who encounters a problem beyond his apparent ability.

Testing

Testing in the Continuous Progress School is a rather involved operation which includes administration of tests, test scoring, and test interpretation and recording.

Test Administration. As has been indicated earlier, when the student is ready, he requests a test. This may be either a unit test or a summary test which includes a portion or all of a course. The test-requesting step is repeated as the first step (1A91) in Figure 20. The request is received by the appropriate academic testing unit (2A91) where the correct test is secured and attached to the request (2A92). The student is scheduled, the test placed in the ready position (2A93), and he is informed when he should report for testing (2A94).

He receives the summons for testing (1A92) and either does or does not report at the scheduled time (1X93). If he does not report and this is the first time he has failed to do so (Branch A to 1Q91), his test is simply replaced in the ready position (2A93); he makes a second request for the test (1A91), and he is rescheduled (2A93). If this is the second time he has failed to take this test (Branch B to 1Q94 and 2Q96), a report is sent to a teacher (2A96) and the student is called in for a conference with the teacher (2A97) and 1A91). Of course, the usual alternative is that the student reports as scheduled and takes his test (1A95 and 2A98), turns it in (1A96 and 2A99), and then waits for it to be scored (2A10) so that he can receive the interpretation (1A97).
Figure 20. Testing
Test Scoring. The test scoring process, including tentative recording of the score, is shown in Figure 21.

When a test has been completed and turned in (2A41), it is taken to the scoring area (2A01) where it is given to an appropriate scorer (2A02), scored (2A03), and the scoring checked (2A04).

Although many tests involve only one type of scoring, others involve two or more, each of which requires a different level or kind of skill. For example, a mathematics test may contain a multiple choice section and also a computational section which requires the student to compute and write out his answer. The multiple choice section can easily be scored by a clerk. The computational section requires the skill of a teacher or an aide who can locate the actual error and evaluate its seriousness.

Provision is made at 2X05 for a test having more than one section. When the first section has been scored, the test is returned via Branch A and 2M1 to an appropriate scorer for the next section (2A02). The entire process is repeated until all sections have been scored (2A06). The score is then tentatively recorded (2A06).

At this stage, a choice is required (1X01 and 2X07). If the student achieved his expectancy level (1A02 and 2A01), his test is returned to him for review (1A02 and 2A01). If the student failed the test--received a score below 60--or failed for the second time to meet his expectancy level (1A04 and 2A08), he is called in for a conference (1A04 and 2A08). In either event, the next step is test interpretation and final recording (Figure 22).

Test Interpretation and Recording. Figure 22 depicts the procedures followed in interpreting tests to students and in recording their grades. Students are left in the same groupings (1A01 and 2A06 versus 1A07 and 2A01) which concluded Figure 21; those whose test scores were satisfactory (or called for a simple review, i.e., those students who failed for the first time to meet the expectancy level on this test) and those whose scores were unsatisfactory.

Those students who achieve satisfactory scores, or who fail for the first time to meet their expectancy level and hence receive their tests for review (1A01 and 2A06), are either content with their test review (1A02 and 2A01) so that they return the test (1A02 and 2A01) and proceed (1A03 and 2A08) or they are discontent with the test score (1A04 and 2A08), request a conference (1A04), and meet with their teacher (1A04).

Based on the conference, the student may be satisfied (Branch A from 1X06 to 1M3 to 1M6 to 1Q13) and proceed (1A13); or, in some rare instances, the teacher may decide the scoring was wrong (Branch C via 1M5 to 1Q12 and Branch B from 2X11 via 2M3 to 2A12) and revise the score (1A12); or the student's
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Figure 22. Test Interpretation
behavior may be such that the teacher decides the only course left is to refer him to a counselor (Branch B from 1X96 to 1A09 and Branch A from 2X11 to 2A05).

Those students who are satisfied with the initial scoring and return the test (1A02) comprise two groups: (a) those who passed the test (Branch A from 1X96 via 1M3 and 2M6 to 1Q13) and proceed to terminate the unit (1A13) and (b) those who have failed for the first time to achieve their expectancy level (1M1 to 1Q10). The latter group is given materials to review the unit (1A10).

Those students who made unsatisfactory scores—i.e., who failed the tests or who failed for the second time to meet their expectancy level—are called in (1Q07 and 2Q01) to meet with the teacher (147 and 241). As a result of this conference, five lines of action are available from 1X96 and 2X92: (a) the teacher can decide that, despite his failure, the student shall proceed with the next unit (Branch A via 1M3 to 1A13 and Branch C via 2M4 to 2A13); (b) the teacher can decide the problem is either non-academic or that the student may be in a class too advanced for him and refer him to a counselor (Branch B via 1M4 to 1A09 and Branch D via 2M2 to 2A05); (c) the teacher can decide the test was scored incorrectly, revise the score (Branch C via 1M5 to 1A12 and Branch E via 2M3 to 2A12) and permit the student to proceed (1A13 and 2A13); (d) the student may be asked to review the unit, using special materials (Branch D to 1A10 and Branch B to 2A04); (e) the student's performance may be so poor that he is asked to repeat the unit, simply going through the same materials again (Branch E to 1A11 and Branch A to 2A05).

When the test has been returned and the teacher is satisfied the scoring has been done correctly (2A13), the score is permanently recorded and forwarded to the IPC, and the test is filed (2A13). Action then moves to the "end of unit" routine (1A13 and 2A14).

Discussion. In this sub-section, the description of academic achievement testing as it is conducted in the Continuous Progress School has pointed out some of the ways that this process differs from that in a traditional school. These differences were seen in such aspects as the student's scheduling and taking this test on an individual basis; test administration and scoring being done in a separate section of the school; the student being required to meet an expectancy level rather than simply to pass a test; and provision being made for multiple actions based on the precise nature of the test results and the student's reaction to these results. All of these differences are implicit in the very nature and philosophy of the Continuous Progress School and are essential to its success.

Termination Block for a Unit or Course

When a student completes a unit, including passing the test, the IPC analyzes his record and assigns the next step. This process is shown in Figure 23.
Figure 23. Termination Block for a Unit
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The first action involves analyzing the student record and deciding what action he should take next (2A91). This information is then relayed to the student (2A93), to the appropriate action agency (2A94), and to the student's own file in the IPC (2A95). The IPC then returns to its normal operating state (2A96).

When the student receives his next assignment from the IPC (1A91), he reports to the appropriate action agency. He may need to re-register, in which case he goes to a counselor for the preregistration function (1A93); he may be ready for graduation, in which case he reports to a counselor for the graduation function (1A94); he may need to continue the next unit of this same course or section of the course, e.g., grammar (1A95); he may need to go to the next unit of another section of the course, e.g., work-study skills (1A96); or he may need to start the next unit of still a third section of the course, e.g., literature (1A97). Still another possibility is that the student should continue in two or more of the activities mentioned. Provision for this is made at split IX92.

Based on information given him the student follows one of the actions described. The appropriate action agency (2A94) is ready for him, having been alerted by the IPC. In this manner, the student can progress from one unit or course to the next with a minimum of interruption.

The Help Sequence

In various sections of this document, reference has been made to the opportunity given a student to request help or to receive help in response to a school-detected need. In Figure 24 the process of seeking and receiving academic help is portrayed.

If we start with the school strand, the first point of importance is the first split (2X91) which shows three different aspects of the school--aides (Branch A to 2A96), teachers (Branch C to 2A19); and the S&DS (Branch C to 2A92) which play somewhat independent but related roles in the help sequence.

The S&DS is responsible for making frequent, periodic comparisons of the student's progress with his expectancy level (2A92) and, when the student gets too far behind (2A95) for informing the teacher (2A95). If a student is meeting his expectancy level (2A94) the S&DS cycles through its other checks (2A94).

The teacher also, in the course of his work with a student, may recognize that the student requires special help (2A11) and may take action on this recognition (2A11).

If the student, himself, recognizes that he needs help (1A91), he signals the aide (1A91) who, if he sees the signal and is able to comply (2A97), helps the student (1A94 and 2A97). In working with the student, the aide may be able
Figure 24. The Help Sequence
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to provide needed help (Branch A from 1X05 to 1Q10 and Branch A from 2X06 to 2Q17) so that the student can return to his studies (1A19). If the aide works with the student but cannot help him past the problem, he submits a "referral to teacher" form (Branch B from 2X06 to 2A09).

On some occasions the aide either does not see the student's signal or does not have opportunity to honor it (Branch A from 1X02 to 1Q10). In this case, the student submits a "request for aid" form (1A19).

When the various forms and/or signals are received (2A12), they are sorted and groups are scheduled (2A13 and 1A06). The teacher meets with the students as individuals or in groups (2A14 and 1A07). In most instances the teacher is able to help the student (1A19). In very rare instances the teacher must refer the student to a counselor for special help (2A16 and 1A09).

Surveillance and Detection System Examination for Graduation

The activities of the Surveillance and Detection System in checking a student for graduation is a final example of a special procedure (Figure 25). The System first checks a student to determine whether he has met graduation requirements (2A11). If not, the System makes a list of the requirements not filled (2A13) and forwards copies to the student and to his registration counselor (2A06 and 2A05).

If available evidence indicates that the student is ready for graduation (2A01), the graduation counselor is so informed (2A07). He double checks the student's records (2A08). Occasionally he may find that the student still has a requirement to meet and he will then send his record back for re-registration (2A10). Usually the counselor determines that the student has met all requirements (2A10) and forwards appropriate information to the student (2A12) and to the Commencement Committee (2A13).

Discussion

In the Continuous Progress School, academic testing, existing as an almost independent function with students taking tests at their request, is scarcely recognizable as the same function we have come to know in our typical schools.

The process of concluding a unit, where the student may proceed in any of a number of directions, almost independently of other student program, is certainly different.

The help function, often initiated by a subsystem of the IPC, bears little relationship to the supervised study we know so well.
Figure 25. Surveillance and Detection Examination for Graduation
And, finally, preparation for graduation is an individual matter in the Continuous Progress School. A given student may be the only one ready to finish at a particular time.

In this interim report, we have presented a partial description of a Continuous Progress School--a school which is currently largely hypothetical in nature. Because a complete Continuous Progress School does not exist, much of the so-called "description" presented is actually design. This will also characterize other documents in this particular series.

Future documents will describe additional sample courses; the various functions of the IPC, the Counseling Service, and the Materials Center; and, will discuss in detail the interrelationships of these services and functions.